Yes to the Green Belt, No to the Green Wedge!

We want Cardiff to have a Green Belt which will protect the countryside permanently on the outskirts of Cardiff and to reject the Green Wedge which only offers protection for the lifetime of the Local Development Plan.

1 HIGHLIGHT

October 14
We are now live!

48 COMMENTS

Melanie Steed United Kingdom, Cardiff
Nov 17, 2015
Nov 17, 2015
upvote reply show
Save this beautiful setting for our city which benefits our physical and mental health. There is no shortage of concrete.

Anonymous
Nov 03, 2015
Nov 03, 2015
upvote reply show


27/11/2015
Stop the concrete jungle and save a little bit of nature for our future generations. It's a wonderful place to walk and for my children to climb a tree and run around. Safe & healthy activity.

peter allen United Kingdom, Pontypridd
Nov 01, 2013
Nov 01, 2015
upvote reply show

The Green Belt is not just for people of North Cardiff it should be there for all of Cardiff to enjoy.

Lois J Bolton United Kingdom, Pontypridd
Nov 01, 2013
Nov 01, 2015
upvote reply show

This land needs to be protected to preserve the well-being of our residents and visitors.

Bill Fairnham United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 30, 2013
Oct 30, 2015
upvote reply show

Please save out green belt for our children's sake and for future generations.

steve evans United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 29, 2015
Oct 29, 2015
upvote reply show

protect this precious area.

Shelagh Middlehurst United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 28, 2015
Oct 28, 2015
upvote reply show

Green belt is precious and we need to keep it not only for ourselves but for our children and grandchildren. Once it's gone, it's gone for ever.

SIGN PETITION

christine Phelps United Kingdom, Cardiff


27/11/2015
Brown field sites and derelict land should be cleared and used, also empty houses refurbished. Green fields should not be built on.

Geoffrey Steed United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 27, 2015

A plan for this green belt was submitted some 20 years ago and it was widely assumed that it had been agreed. The case for it is even stronger now.

Anonymous
Oct 27, 2015

Traffic is bad enough in this area during rush hour and the day. We love the green open spaces, it's what makes this area desirable.

AUDREY HANCOCK United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 27, 2015

PROTECTION OF GREEN BELT IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE

Anonymous
Oct 27, 2015

Destruction of the Green Belt to provide yet more housing will lead to further overcrowding of the city and overstretch existing physical infrastructure and public services.

Jo Patterson United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 27, 2015

There are so many unused and underused buildings and plots of land within the city. These should be utilised before the city is expanded. Should also work with other towns within the area to do the same. Wales is beautiful because it is green. Let's keep it that way!

SIGN PETITION

Lynda Mir United Kingdom, Caerphilly


27/11/2015
The infrastructure is unable to cope with any more building. Don't change our lovely country any more.

Hilary Australia, Toowong
Oct 27, 2015
Lived N of Cardiff all my life and I'm fed up with Thornhill and Pontprennau getting larger and larger.

Hilary Ashton United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 27, 2015
We must keep these green lungs for our city.

Russell Melbourne United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
We need the Greenbelt to maintain the national beauty of this area and our identity.

Janet Howell United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
Why do we need 45,000 houses in Cardiff when our roads and public services are unable to cope with the number of residents in the city now ??

Margaret Jones United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
We must keep the green belt north of the M4! Apart from anything else the traffic is bad enough now without extra houses.

SIGN PETITION
D.E., Langman United Kingdom, Crumlin

We are one of only a few suburbs of Cardiff with great access to the countryside. I feel strongly that we should protect our green spaces, farmland and countryside for future generations and to protect the local flora and fauna of the area. We have lived in Lisvane for 10 years and chose to live here as it offered the nearby countryside with easy access to the City. Please don't spoil this for all residents of North Cardiff.

Tony Fundell United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
I've lived in Cardiff long enough to know that Green Belts mean absolutely nothing if developers and local authorities are determined. Templeton Avenue was built on a G.F.S. We need a permanent agreement NOT TO BUILD.

LYN DAWKES United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
LLANISHEN HAS HAD NOTHING BUT BUILDING GOING ON SINCE I MOVED HERE 8 YEARS AGO. THE AMOUNT OF HOUSES AND FLATS I HAVE SEEN GOING UP IS OVERWHELMING THE AREA ESPECIALLY THE ROADS AND WE HAVE BEEN PROMISED EVEN MORE.

Helen Jones United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
This must be preserved for the sake of future generations

Belinda Thomson United Kingdom, Caerphilly
Oct 26, 2015
What are they trying to do, especially the north of Cardiff can not sustain another influx of new houses, our roads schools etc can't cope with things as they are now never mind more houses

Anonymous
Oct 26, 2015
vital for future generations

SIGN PETITION
Michael Lewis United Kingdom, Bridgend

Use up all brown field land before a square foot of countryside is covered in concrete.

Elgan Davies United Kingdom, Blackwood
Oct 26, 2015
I am pleased to sign this petition and say YES to the Green Belt, this should be in perpetuity, as it's important for future generations to enjoy!

Anonymous
Oct 26, 2015
Our green belt is precious, if we don't do something positive now we will lose it forever.

Diane Daniel United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
we need green spaces for future generations and for the health and well being if our children now.

Geoff Eyles United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
Keep it green !!

Tony denton United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
The council should listen to the residents of Cardiff North.

SIGN PETITION
L Garland United Kingdom, Cardiff

Cardiff council think they can do as they wish and give no notice to the wishes of the people.

sue johns United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
upvote reply show
It is disgraceful that Cardiff Council is allowing prime agricultural land to be used for development. The eastern side of the City is being shamefully over developed when brown field sites could be utilised instead.

Anonymous
Oct 26, 2015
upvote reply show
It is deplorable the way in which the present council are riding rough shod over what should be protected green belt

Nic Pow United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
upvote reply show
Protecting this beautiful green space is very necessary, helping to protect part of what makes Cardiff such a special place to live. Space for walking, horse riding and cycling are continually under threat, keep this space protected

Neil Lyle United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
upvote reply show
We must protect that which helps maintain Cardiff as a still attractive city.

Anonymous
Oct 26, 2015
upvote reply show
The roads alone will not take further traffic. Suggest whoever wants to build these houses get the infrastructure in place first and put in new railways or good cheap public transport.

SIGN PETITION
Glo bird United Kingdom, Pontnewydd


27/11/2015
Rather see green not houses

Jonathan Dayson United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 26, 2015
I support the petition

Yes to the green belt

Rosemary Waters United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 23, 2015
save our green lungs

Larry Bennett United Kingdom, Caerphilly
Oct 22, 2015
north Cardiff resident.

Marie Button United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 18, 2015
The short cut through to the A48 and M4 that used to be Lisvane village has made the local roads unsafe! The traffic needs to be re-routed onto a new road urgently. That does not mean that 1200 additional houses are required. Please save our green areas.

SIGN PETITION


27/11/2015
Malcolm and Patricia Troake United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 15, 2015
I support this petition, too many green field sites are being built on simply because the house builders are running out of land, we are an island there is only so much space to build houses etc. wake up before it is too late and we have no green space to look at!!

Iris Furnham United Kingdom, Cardiff
Oct 14, 2015
We must save the green belt around our city or the City will become too big.

Huw Jones United Kingdom, Worthing
Oct 14, 2015
The preservation of a Green Belt is of absolute importance in securing sustainable future development for Cardiff and preserving it's status as a wonderful place to work and live.

DUNCAN HOCKRIDGE United Kingdom, Rhondda
Oct 14, 2015
Green for ever not just for now.

94 SIGNATURES

1 week ago
Alex Steed United Kingdom
1 week ago

SIGN PETITION


27/11/2015
94 signatures
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27/11/2015
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SIGN PETITION

94 signatures  Goal: 1,000
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SIGN PETITION

94 signatures
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Helen Jones United Kingdom
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Belinda Thomson United Kingdom
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Michael Lewis United Kingdom
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SIGN PETITION

Petition Yes to the Green Belt, No to the Green Wedge!
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1 month ago
Geoff Eyles United Kingdom
1 month ago
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Tony denton United Kingdom
1 month ago
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L Garland United Kingdom
1 month ago
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sue johns United Kingdom
1 month ago
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Angela and Robert prodger United Kingdom
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Nic Pow United Kingdom
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27/11/2015
94 signatures  Goal: 1,000
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1 month ago
Neil Lyle United Kingdom
1 month ago
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Glo bird United Kingdom
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Jonathan Dayson United Kingdom
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SIGN PETITION


27/11/2015
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Rebecca United Kingdom
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Joy Davies United Kingdom
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Marie Button United Kingdom
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Deb Hunt United Kingdom
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SIGN PETITION


27/11/2015
Petition Yes to the Green Belt, No to the Green Wedge!
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karen sheldon-jones United Kingdom
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carol davies United Kingdom
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1 month ago
Malcolm and Patricia Troake United Kingdom
1 month ago

1 month ago
sue beynon United Kingdom
1 month ago
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1 month ago
Iris Furnham United Kingdom
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SIGN PETITION
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Deborah Davies United Kingdom
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DUNCAN HOCKRIDGE United Kingdom
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SIGN PETITION


27/11/2015